A bespoke styling and theming solution exclusive to Doltone House clientele designed to maximise the client experience. Our personal in-house stylists design everything from florals, theming, lighting, backdrops, table decor, draping, furniture and the finer details of your event.
For ultimate elegance and pure romance say hello to a traditional white wedding theme. Signifying purity and new beginnings, the softness of white creates a versatile styling playground with timeless beauty. Add glamour with spot lighting, chandeliers, crystal and gold details.
Flowers and candles are the perfect pair. For a luxury look where the blooms are the hero, consider using black tablecloths and a black dance floor to make your flowers pop. Alternate between floral and crystal candelabras for table centrepieces and achieve an awe-inspiring twinkle come sunset.
Suitable for various themes and styles, marble is currently trending in weddings for its modern flair and sleek sophistication. Incorporate marble details into your wedding stationery and signage, bridal table, décor and cake. Complete the look with romantic florals, soft drapery and silver details.
GOLDEN GRANDEUR

For classic elegance and grandeur, golden wedding themes continue to grow in popularity. Gold is a beautiful complement to any colour palette, making it easy to adapt to any wedding theme or style. Combine a gold bridal table with natural white florals and a touch of green for ultimate sophistication.
TUSCAN TWILIGHT

The cornerstone of a Tuscan theme is simple elegance. Sunset views, olive branch and rustic décor create an Italian inspired setting. Start with tones of gold and brown and accent with olive green and black. Use lighting to create intimate charm and just the right amount of luxurious glamour.
For couples who dream of a fairy tale wedding, start with a colour theme and let all the details follow. Overhanging florals, tulle and tinted glassware make for a whimsical table setting. Add vintage touches like French provincial furniture, wine barrels and chandeliers to take this look to the next level.
New York oozes with effortless style and modern glamour, and that’s exactly what you get in Manhattan at Hyde Park. Add ghost chairs, greenery and glass top palate tables to complement the venues sophisticated blue and cream interiors.
CLASSIC HOLLYWOOD

Turn your wedding into a night of Hollywood romance with an art-deco vibe and vintage crystal glassware. Add classic ivory floral arrangements, sequin tablecloths and gold table details reminiscent of a bygone era for a glamorous chic affair.
There is something so romantic about adding old-world crystal to your big day. Crystal glassware and chandeliers work well when combined with mirrored surfaces and white blooms. For ultimate luxury with a vintage ambience, use black tablecloths and napkins to make the crystal twinkle.
Create a look nothing short of perfection with the use of Victorian inspired crystal candelabras against an all white backdrop. The bright bursts of colour in the room from the floral arrangements are the ideal pick me up which can be replicated through your stationery in the form of table numbers and menu's.
Whimsical and wild with lush ferns and greenery. This look is all about channeling nature so keep it simple. We suggest limiting your colour palette to two to four colours, so with green and white as the botanical heroes, look for inspiration from your venue to create a cohesive flow.
Gold-mirrored tables with black chairs and napkins are an elegant statement. Combine with timber elements and you create a much softer look. From furniture and décor right through to stationery, there are endless ways to utilise gold to create a cohesive flow for your wedding day.
Spring is in the air with the lusciousness and richness of the magenta, pink and red tones against a pristine white canvas. Switch the traditional bridal table for something more intimate in the form of a kings table. Not only will you feel more a part of your own wedding but the styling options are endless.
THAT’S AMORE

Make a statement and experience the extravagance of incorporating black and gold in your wedding décor. Whichever colour you decide to use as a prominent colour base, accent this with textured table fabrics, napery, ornately defined charger plates, cutlery and be open to the myriad of options for your centrepiece.
Create a clean architectural effect on the ceremony aisle with modern floral punctuation by using florals such as Arum Lilies. Place tall vases filled with the aesthetically elegant Lilies on clean white columns that vary in height, and you will create a stunningly breathtaking ceremony space. Continue the celebrations with afternoon high tea.
Create an extremely glamorous look by using black and white as the base canvas with the addition of crystal features. We have used a variety of floral statement features including cascading white Phelanopsis orchids, as well as pure white floral centerpieces placed on mirrored boxes and crystal candelabras standing on mirror platforms reflecting and enhancing the glamour throughout the space.
When using a bright colour palette for your floral centrepieces, whether it be fuchsia coloured orchids or lush greenery, we suggest toning down all other colours in the room to ensure they become the life of the event. (By keeping it neutral, this doesn’t limit you to keeping your palette to a plain white or black. Be adventurous and incorporate metallics through your décor.)
For a pre-wedding event with a difference, a stylish wine and cheese pairing night is just what you want. High wooden tables, dark wood chairs and some greenery for the tables are all that you need to make this look pop. A unique idea for a bridal shower or hen’s party.
Manhattan inspired, incorporating blues and ivory whites—say I do with style and class. We suggest keeping it simple, avoid introducing too many colours and let the space speak for itself. From ceremony to reception, keep your floral décor in theme and consider using more contemporary vase styles in silvers and whites to enhance your table décor.
The French provincial theme is always stylish. Start your inspiration from the romance of the French countryside for a tradition, pure and elegant style. Blend white, green and cream rose colours as the base and add ornate antique looking features such as candlesticks. Complete your provincial look by designing your own custom stationery.
For a feminine affair with chic elegance, pastel florals are your hero. Play around with different varieties for unique centrepieces and finish the look with crystal glassware, tea set china and gold cutlery. The result will be fresh and girly, best paired with dark wood furniture.
For a look with rustic charm we're all about timber. Pass on tablecloths and use exposed timber tables and wine barrels to create a casual vibe. Add romance with festoon lighting and a generous amount of candlelight and finish the look by combining green foliage with a statement flower like the sunflower.
Deep romantic colours, with luscious gold combined with crystal, black on black, dark, deep, rich pinks and purples, complement the gold and crystal in the room. Carry the theme through to your table numbers by creating custom floral patterns.
Themes have the power to make pre-wedding parties memorable. How about setting the scene in Palm Springs with a stylish poolside party complete with champagne and coconuts. Blue and green keep it soft and natural with a pop of orange to add some fun.
TIMELESS ALLURE

For a botanical theme, place tall white wooden centrepieces and decorate with lush greenery. Play with various florals for a unique centrepiece feature, for example add small clusters of white roses like we have or add some bright colours to make a statement. The result will be simple yet effective. Add king tables to your floor plan to mix it up.
The elegance, romance and purity that we associate with ivory is next to none. The softness of the sheer draping with the clean lines of the table décor creates for a versatile styling playground. Keep it simple with the use of white and ivory florals, combined with the grandeur of crystal candelabras and chandeliers.
BOHO LUXE

For a luxury bohemian theme, lush greenery and berry coloured flowers work perfectly with metallic tones and scattered candles. Incorporate floral arrangements into unexpected pieces such as hanging from chandeliers, framing signage or cascading from stairs. Finish the look with twinkling lights to create an enchanted oasis.